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Abstract

A situation awareness and control unit
(SACU) for distribution network integrating
fault traveling wave and synchronous
measurement is developed in this paper.
Based on the same device, mega-level
synchronous sampling, high-precision data
measurement and accurate fault location are
realized to improve the power supply
reliability of distribution network. A multi-level
comprehensive adaptive fault location
method is proposed in the paper. The system
test platform with real-time simulation test is
built to verify the effectivity. From the test
results, the two SACUs can accurately locate
the location of the fault point with an
accuracy of less than 300m. The fault
location method is also applied in the
demonstration project, which can solve the
contradiction between high reliability and
high precision of fault location. At the same
time realize economic deployment.

Demonstration project

In terms of engineering, the SACU is
deployed on the main line and important
branch lines, and situational awareness
sensors are deployed at certain intervals on
other branch lines. Through the sensor
network, high-precision time synchronization
information is transmitted to the master
station through Bluetooth, ZigBee, Lora, or
other ways. The master station combines
synchronous measurement information and
traveling wave information to realize
advanced application functions such as
situation awareness and edge decisionmaking.
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Simulation test

The schematic diagram of dynamic
simulation is shown in Fig.3. The coaxial
cable is used to simulate the on-site
overhead or cable line. The lightning surge
generator is used to simulate the on-site fault
point to generate traveling wave signal.
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Conclusions

In terms of devices, the SACU with megalevel high-precision synchronous sampling is
developed. In terms of algorithm, this paper
proposes a multi-level comprehensive
adaptive fault location method. In terms of
simulation, a system test platform with realtime simulation test and dynamic mode test
functions has been built. In terms of
engineering, by integrating the traveling wave
head,
synchronous
measurement,
synchronous
waveform,
time-frequency
domain information, etc. of situational
awareness
sensors
and
situational
awareness control units, a new solution is
formed, which can solve the contradiction
between high reliability and high precision of
fault location. At the same time realize
economic deployment.
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